
AI

Search Strategies, a example 
of intelligent agent

Properties

Evaluation dimensions

completeness find solutions?

time

space

optimality find least-cost solution?

Measure for time, space

b: max branching factor of the 
search tree

d: depth of the least-cost 
solution

m: maximum depth of the state 
space (can be infi)

Uninformed/blind search

Breadth-first search expand the shallowest 
unexpanded node

Depth-first search expand the deepest 
unexpanded node

Uniform-cost search expand least-cost unexpanded 
node

need to complete to ganrantee 
optimization

Informed search

Greedy Best-first Search

A* Search avoid expanding paths that are 
already expensive

need to complete to ganrentee 
optimization

Domination of Heuristic 
Functions | Efficiency

admissible heuristic never 
overestimates

prove admissible

use larger heuristic information 
> Domination translates to 
efficiency

larger better for search

example @4.10

More Search

State-space landscape
location: defined by the state

evaluation: defined by the value 
of the objective function

Local search

Dfn

operate using a single current 
node

move only to neighbors

useful to find the best state 
according to an objective 
function

Hill-climbing

get stuck on a local maximum

example @4.15

number on the board is the new 
conflict after moving the chess 
of that column to that location

find least conflict and move

Random walk

moving to a successor chosen 
uniformly at random

is complete but extremely 
inefficient

Simulated annealing search random version hill-limbing

instead of picking the best 
move, pick random one

can move to better/worse case Explain difference between hill-
climbing and simulated 
annealing 

Example n-queen problem

CSP | Constraint Satisfaction 
Problems

Components

a set of variables

a set of domains

a set of constrains

Constraint graph nodes: variables, arcs: 
constraints

Draw

Method1: DFS

Method2: Least Constraining 
Value

choose the step lead to least 
constraining

real methods: use less 
resources as possible

Method3: Most Constrained 
Variable

choose the variable with fewest 
legal values

real methods: choose the one 
with least possible solutions, 
serve hardest one first

Example Map-coloring

Representation Language

Forward chaining fire any rule whose premises are 
satisfied in the KB

Backward chaining work backwards from query
need avoid loop

need avoid repeated work

Draw them Difference between two

Decision Tree | bridge 
between example-based and 
rule-based learning

Entropy

Information Gain
expected reduction in entropy 
due to sorting on A

Choose largest IG node

Draw One

Knowledge-based Agents

Formulate games

Optimal Decision in Games

Properties perfect play for deterministic 
games

Idea choose move to position with 
highest minimax value

\alpha-\beta Pruning

http://inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/
~cs61b/fa14/ta-materials/apps/
ab_tree_practice/

Bayesian Classifier

Theorem can find the reason behinds the 
observations

Use Bayesian Networks

Causal inference knowing possible reason, want 
result divide to several situations

Diagnostic inference knowing result, want cause transfer to causal

Developmental Strategy > 
Machine Learning

Supervised learning Example: Classification: SVM

support vectors examples closest to the 
hyperplane separator

margin distance between support 
vectors

distance formula

calculate support vector and 
linear separator

nonlinear SVM
map to higher dimensional 
feature space

Kernel Function

Unsupervised learning Example: Clustering k-means

minimize the within-cluster sum 
of squares

process

assign points to central points

adjust central points to average

iterations no change > convergent

Reinforcement learning maximum the reward for the 
action

Neural Network
ANN

Relationships between NN and 
Biological neurons

each neuron is a cell that uses 
biochemical reactions to 
receive, process and transmit 
information

cerebral cortex has the multiple 
layer structure

dendrites receive inputs from 
other neurons through synaptic 
connection

electrical signals are modulated 
in various amounts

neurons are specialized for 
information transmitting through 
generating spiking sequences

axon carries neuronal outputs to 
other neuron cells

ANN is biologically inspired 
computer programs designed to 
simulate the way in which the 
human brain processes 
information

Perceptron

learning process

initialize random w

for each iteration

calculate estimated label y^ = 
sgn(w.T*x)

update weight w_new = w + 
learRate(y-y^)x

until converges

properties guarantee converge if the data 
is linearly separable

Multilayer Perceptron

1 or more hidden layers sigmoid activation

Back Propagation
two repeated process

forward process

error propagation process

RNN connects between units form a 
directed cycle

use internal memory to process 
sequences

Intro

Dfn

design of intelligence in an 
artificial device

intelligence: quality that enables 
an entity to function 
appropriately and with foresight 
in its environment

dfn from Stanford

a science and a set of 
computational technologies that 
are inspired by - but typically 
operate quite differently from - 
the ways people use their 
nervous systems and bodies to 
sense, learn, reason and take 
action

McCarthy, 1956

Problems Addressed | 
rationality: ideal concept of 
intelligence

Acting humanly

Can machines behave 
intelligently as the human

criterion: Turing testlimitation
not reproducible

not amenable to mathematical 
analysis

Thinking humanly

Scientific theories of internal 
activities of the brain

validationboth can’t explain human intelli

predicting and testing behavior 
of human subjectsCognitive scienceex: human visual perception

direct identification from 
neurological dataNeuroscienceex: human visual cortex

Thinking rationally

Correct argument/thought 
processes

related to philosophy and 
religion

Acting rationally
Doing the right thing + Max 
expected goal achievement

don’t argue the purpose

> original 7 aspects

simulating higher functions of 
the human brain

program a computer to use 
general lang

arrange hypothetical neurons in 
a manner so that they can form 
concepts

a way to determine and 
measure problem complexity

self-improvementnow ML

abstraction: defined as the 
quality of dealing with ideas 
rather than events

ex: decision tree, use principle 
as guidance for decision making

randomness and creativityex: affective computing, mental 
computing serving

Rational Agent

interface of AI, implement 
intelligent agent

Characteristics

distinct from omniscience

agents can perform actions in 
order to modify future percepts 
so as to obtain useful 
information

an agent is autonomous if its 
behavior is determined by its 
own experience

DesignPEAS: settings

performance measure

environment

actuators: act

sensors: perceive

History
1993-2003: SVM, ML, automatic 
car

SVM: most powerful 
classification technique for 
binary classification

ML: because Internet era brings 
data

2012: DL, UAV

Prospect

Classification

Techniquesgeneral sol for many pro/specific 
one

Strongex: AlphaGo

Weak

ex: DeepBlue

only achieve human reasoning

all Ai on market is weak

Research
Nervous system - structure partyex: NN, DL

Function

Applications

http://inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~cs61b/fa14/ta-materials/apps/ab_tree_practice/
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